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Abstract. We present a fast spectral graph drawing algorithm for drawing undi-
rected connected graphs. Classical Multi-Dimensional Scaling yields a quadratic-
time spectral algorithm, which approximates the real distances of the nodes in the
final drawing with their graph theoretical distances. We build from this idea to
develop the linear-time spectral graph drawing algorithm SSDE. We reduce the
space and time complexity of the spectral decomposition by approximating the
distance matrix with the product of three smaller matrices, which are formed by
sampling rows and columns of the distance matrix. The main advantages of our
algorithm are that it is very fast and it gives aesthetically pleasing results, when
compared to other spectral graph drawing algorithms. The runtime for typical 105

node graphs is about one second and for 106 node graphs about ten seconds.

1 Introduction

A graph G = (V,E) is a pair where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set, which is a
binary relation over V . The graph drawing problem is to compute an aesthetically pleas-
ing layout of vertices and edges so that it is easy to grasp visually the inherent structure
of the graph. In this paper, we only consider straight-line edge drawings for which a
variety of aesthetic criteria have been studied: number of edge crossings; uniform node
densities; symmetry. Depending on the aesthetic criteria of interest, various approaches
have been developed, and a general survey can be found in [13,22].

For straight-line edge drawings, the graph drawing problem reduces to the problem
of finding the coordinates of the vertices in two dimensions. A popular approach is to
define an energy function or a force-directed model with respect to vertex positions,
and to iteratively compute a local minimum of the energy function. The positions of
the vertices at the local minimum produce the final layout. This approach is generally
simple and easy to extend to new energy functions. Various energy functions and force
models have been studied (see for example [6,12]) and there exist several improvements
to handle large graphs, most of them concentrating on a multi-scale paradigm. Multi-
scale approaches involve laying out a coarser level of the graph first, and then taking
advantage of this coarse layout to compute the vertex positions at a finer level (see for
example [9,24]).

Spectral graph drawing was first proposed by Hall in 1970 [8] and it has become
popular recently. We use the term spectral graph drawing to refer to any approach that
produces a final layout using the spectral decomposition of some matrix derived from
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the vertex and edge sets of the graph. A general introduction can be found in [14]. In this
paper, we present the spectral graph drawing algorithm SSDE (Sampled Spectral Dis-
tance Embedding), using a similar formulation that was introduced in [5], which uses
Classical Multi-Dimensional Scaling (CMDS) techniques for graph drawing. CMDS
for graph drawing was first introduced in [17] and recently, a similar idea using CMDS
technique, was proposed by Koren and Harel in [15] using a slightly different formu-
lation. CMDS uses the spectral decomposition of the graph theoretical distance matrix
to produce the final layout of the vertices. In the final layout, the pair-wise Euclidean
distances of the vertices approximate the graph theoretical distances. The main disad-
vantage of this technique from the computational perspective is that one must perform
an all-pairs shortest path computation, which takes O(|V ||E|) time. The space com-
plexity of the algorithm is also quadratic since one needs to keep all the pair-wise dis-
tances. This prevents large graphs having more than 10,000 nodes from being drawn
efficiently.

SSDE uses an approximate decomposition of the distance matrix, reducing the space
and time complexity considerably. Some theoretical properties of such matrix decom-
positions have been studied in [20]. The fact that the distance matrix is symmetric al-
lows us to express the decomposition in a simpler way. SSDE consists of three main
steps:

(i) Sampling: a constant number c of nodes are sampled from the graph for which the
graph theoretical distances to all other nodes are computed. Let the matrices C and
R denote the corresponding rows and columns of the distance matrix that have been
computed, where R = CT . The complexity of this step is O(c|E|) for unweighted
graphs, using BFS for each sampled node.

(ii) Computing Φ+: Based on the information in C and R, we form Φ , which is a
c × c matrix keeping the entries which are common in C and R. Since we need its
pseudo-inverse Φ+, the complexity of this step is O(c3), which involves computing
a pseudo-inverse via the singular value decomposition (SVD) of Φ .

(iii) Spectral Decomposition: We find the optimal rank-d spectral reconstruction of the
product CΦ+R, to embed in d-dimensions. The complexity of this step is O(cd|V |),
using the power iteration, which finds the largest eigenvalues of a matrix and its
associated eigenvectors.

SSDE can be used to produce a d-dimensional embedding, the most practical be-
ing d = 2,3. We focus on d = 2 in this paper. We present the results of our algorithm
through several examples, including run-times and embedding errors. Compared to sim-
ilar techniques, we observe that our algorithm is fast enough to handle graphs up to 106

nodes in about 10 seconds. A comparison of SSDE with two popular spectral graph
drawing algorithms (HDE and ACE) is given in Figure 1: SSDE produces very good
drawings of almost every mesh-like graph we have tried, with comparable or better run-
ning times. One of the main exceptions is tree-like graphs or more generally graphs with
low algebraic connectivity, which are problematic for all three spectral graph drawing
techniques mentioned.

The problem our algorithm addresses is that of embedding a finite metric space in
R

2 under the l2-norm [19]. Most research in this area of mathematics has focused on
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SSDE HDE ACE

Fig. 1. Comparison of SSDE with other spectral methods (HDE and ACE) on the finite element
mesh of a cow with |V | = 1820, |E| = 7940

determining what kinds of finite metric spaces are embeddable using low-distortion
embeddings. Our work does not provide any guarantees on the distortion of the result-
ing embedding, which is an active area of research. We do, however, give the intuition
behind why our algorithm constructs a good embedding using limited data on the dis-
tances between the points. Another paper using this kind of approach is [21], which
introduces a different formulation via the Nystrom approximation.

1.1 Related Work

There are general methods to draw graphs, and detailed information about different ap-
proaches can be found in [13,22]. Our algorithm is based on spectral decomposition
which yields the problem of computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of certain ma-
trices related to the structure of the graph. The formulation is mathematically clean, in
that exact solutions can be found, because eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be com-
puted exactly in O(|V |3) time. Our work falls within the category of fast spectral graph
drawing algorithms, which is the related work we elaborate upon.

High-Dimensional Embedding (HDE) described in [10] by Harel and Koren em-
beds the graph in a high dimension (typically 50) with respect to carefully chosen pivot
nodes. One then projects the coordinates into two dimensions by using a well-known
multivariate analysis technique called principal component analysis (PCA), which in-
volves computing the first few largest eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix of the points in the higher dimension.

ACE (Algebraic multigrid Computation of Eigenvectors) [16] minimizes Hall’s
Energy function E = 1

2 ∑n
i, j=1 wi j(xi − x j)2 in each dimension, modulo some non-

degeneracy and orthogonality constraints (n is the number of nodes, xi is the one-
dimensional coordinate of the ith node and wi j is the weight of the edge between i and
j). This minimization problem can be reduced to obtaining the eigen-decomposition
of the Laplacian of the graph. A multi-scaling approach is also used, creating coarser
levels of the graph and relating them to the finer levels using an interpolation matrix.

Both of the methods described above are fast due to the small sizes of the matri-
ces processed. Specifically, the running time of ACE depends on the structure of the
graph while HDE provides better image quality and run-times. But, they may result in
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aesthetically unpleasant drawings of certain graphs and some of these problems are
illustrated in Figure 1.

1.2 Notation

We use i, j,k, . . . for indices of vectors and matrices, bold uncapitalized letters x,y,z
for vectors in R

d and bold capitalized letters for matrices. Typically, M,N are used
to represent n × n matrices and X,Y,Z for n × d matrices, which represent n vectors
in R

d . A(i) denotes the ith row of the matrix A and A(i) denotes its ith column. The
pseudo-inverse of a matrix A is denoted as A+. The norm of a vector ‖x‖ is the standard
Euclidean norm. The transpose of a vector or a matrix is denoted as xT ,MT .

2 Spectral Decomposition of the Distance Matrix and CMDS

Given a graph G = (V,E) with n nodes, let V = {v1,v2, . . . ,vn}. The distance matrix
D is the symmetric n × n matrix containing all the pair-wise distances, i.e., Di j is the
length of the shortest path between vi and v j. Suppose that the position at which vertex
vi is placed is xi. We are seeking a positioning that approximates the graph theoretical
distances with the Euclidean distances, i.e,

‖xi − x j‖ ≈ Di j, for i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n. (1)

A suitable algebraic manipulation as presented in [4] on (1) yields the following equa-
tion, which is the basic idea of CMDS:

YYT ≈ −1
2

γγγLγγγ = M. (2)

where Y is an n × d matrix containing the coordinates of the points, L is the n × n
matrix keeping the squares of the distances between nodes and γγγ = 1

n In − 1n1n
T is a

projection matrix. We want to approximate M as closely as possible. The metric that
CMDS chooses is the spectral norm, so we wish to find the best rank-d approximation to
M with respect to the spectral norm. This is a well-known problem, which is equivalent
to finding the largest d eigenvalues of M. The final centralized coordinates are then
given by Y = [

√
λ1u1, . . . ,

√
λdud ], where λ1, . . . ,λd are the first d eigenvalues of M

and u1, . . . ,ud are the associated eigenvectors.

CMDS(G)
1: Compute D using an APSP algorithm on G
2: Define matrix L such that Li j = D2

i j .

3: return Y = PowerIteration(− 1
2 γγγLγγγ ,ε)

Fig. 2. The spectral graph drawing algorithm based on CMDS
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Finding a rank-d approximation of M = − 1
2 γγγLγγγ , which corresponds to computing

the largest d eigenvalues and eigenvectors, is performed by a standard procedure typi-
cally referred to as the power iteration, rather than by an exact algorithm which would
have O(|V |3) time complexity.

3 Approximate Distance Matrix Reconstruction

The running time of the CMDS technique is quadratic in terms of the number of nodes
even for sparse graphs since one needs to compute and store all-pairs’ shortest path
lengths. In this section, we will first briefly explain the intuition behind SSDE, which
breaks the quadratic complexity of this technique and actually yields a fast, linear time
algorithm. Then, we will present the mathematical formulation.

3.1 Intuition

SSDE tries to construct an approximation to the distance matrix without computing
all the entries in it. In the previous section, we noted that the distance matrix might
have rank larger than d. But, the rank of the distance matrix is expected to be small
in terms of the number of nodes in the graph, even if it is larger than d. This intuitive
reasoning stems from a famous result from low distortion embedding theory. In 1984,
Johnsson and Lindenstrauss [11] proved that n points in high dimension can be embed-
ded into O( logn

ε2 ) dimensions with ε distortion. This means, roughly speaking that the
set of points can be reconstructed in low dimension while preserving all the pair-wise
distances and hence that the effective rank of the distance matrix is much smaller than
its full dimension. This suggests that one can extract much of the information about the
matrix by performing computations on matrices having much smaller ranks.

Specifically, SSDE approximates the distance matrix with the product of three
smaller matrices, which have linear size in terms of the number of nodes in the graph.
In order to do this, reasoning from the fact that the distance matrix has low rank, the
columns of the distance matrix can approximately be expressed as a linear combination
of a small number of its columns. The algorithm essentially consists of choosing this
small number of columns, constructing the whole matrix appropriately and computing
the coordinates of the vertices via the spectral decomposition of this matrix. A variant
of the particular approximation that we will use has been studied in [20]. In [20], the
sampling approach used assumes that the whole matrix is known using one pass. Since,
this would lead to a quadratic time algorithm, our approach must use online sampling.
One can either sample the columns randomly or use a simple greedy algorithm, which
seems to give a better set of columns.

3.2 Formulation

Let i1, i2, . . . , ic be a set of distinct indices where c is a predefined positive integer
smaller than n and 1 ≤ ik ≤ n for k = 1, . . .c. Let C = [L(i1),L(i2), . . . ,L(ic)]. If C is
chosen carefully, under the assumptions mentioned above, any column L(i) can approx-
imately be written as a linear combination of the columns of C, i.e.

L(i) ≈ Cααα(i) for i = 1,2, . . . ,n, (3)
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where ααα(i) is a c × 1 vector. Denoting ααα = [ααα(1),ααα (2), . . . ,ααα(n)], we have

L ≈ Cααα (4)

Let ΦΦΦ be the c × c matrix such that ΦΦΦ jk = Li j ik for j,k = 1, . . .c. Note that since we
also have CT = [L(i1),L(i2), . . . ,L(ic)], ΦΦΦ can be interpreted as the intersection of C and
CT on the matrix L. Now, since the columns of L can approximately be expressed as a
linear combination of the columns of C, the columns of CT can also be expressed as a
linear combination of the columns of ΦΦΦ . This gives

CT ≈ ΦΦΦααα (5)

where ααα is the same matrix as we defined above. If ΦΦΦ has full rank, (5) yields ααα =
ΦΦΦ−1CT . Combining this with (4), we have L = CΦΦΦ−1CT . More generally, we do not
assume that ΦΦΦ has full rank, so we have

L ≈ CΦΦΦ+CT (6)

where ΦΦΦ+ is the pseudo-inverse of ΦΦΦ (See [7] for the definition of pseudo-inverse).
The last expression indicates that we can approximate the distance matrix L by the
multiplication of three smaller matrices, which all have at most linear size in terms of
n. Note that C is n × c and ΦΦΦ is c × c.

4 The Algorithm SSDE

The algorithm SSDE, which uses the procedures that we will define shortly is summa-
rized in Figure 5. As stated in the introduction, the algorithm consists of three main
steps:

(1) Sampling: The first step of the algorithm is to compute the columns that define C
and ΦΦΦ . This is equivalent to choosing a particular set of nodes and computing the
graph theoretical distances to all other nodes in the graph. We propose two methods
to sample c nodes:

(i) Random Sampling: The c nodes are sampled uniformly at random.
(ii) Greedy Sampling: The first node is chosen uniformly at random. Then, at each

step, we choose the furthest node to the set of nodes that have already been
chosen until c nodes are chosen.

Note that, the second method stated above is also known to be a 2-approximation
algorithm to the k-center problem [23]. This method was also used in [9] and [10]in
different contexts. The procedure for performing these operations is presented in
Figure 3. Even though c can be treated as a parameter to the algorithm, we have
experienced that setting c = 25 is enough for getting good results on practically
all graphs we have tried. The sampling step, overall requires O(c|E|) time as we
initiate a BFS from c nodes in the graph.
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ComputeCandPhi(G, method, c)
1: if method = random then
2: Select c vertices uniformly at random
3: for k = 1 to c do
4: Ck ← dist(ik,V ) // BFS
5: end for
6: else if method = greedy then
7: i1 ← uni f rnd(1, |V |) // Choose uniformly at random
8: C1 ← dist(i1,V ) // BFS
9: for k = 2 to c do

10: ik ← max
1≤ j≤n

min
1≤l≤k

{C jl} // Choose the furthest node

11: Ck ← dist(ik,V ) // BFS
12: end for
13: end if
14: Compute ΦΦΦ // ΦΦΦk j = Cik j

15: return (C,ΦΦΦ)

Fig. 3. The procedure computing the matrices C and ΦΦΦ

(2) Computing Φ+: We find the pseudo-inverse ΦΦΦ+ by first computing the singular
value decomposition ΦΦΦ = UΣΣΣVT , which can be performed in O(c3) time using
standard procedures (see for example [7]). The pseudo-inverse can then be com-
puted by the expression ΦΦΦ+ = VΣΣΣ+UT . Here, ΣΣΣ+ is the diagonal matrix keeping
the reciprocals of the non-zero singular values, which are stored in ΣΣΣ . Unfortu-
nately, in order to get numerically stable results, it is not enough to compute the
reciprocals of the singular values, since the small singular values which are close
to zero should actually be ignored, as they may be the result of numerical impreci-
sion and will result in huge instability in ΣΣΣ+. To prevent such instability, we use a
regularization method that was presented in [18], which uses the expression

σi

σi
2 + α/σi

2 (7)

for the reciprocals in ΣΣΣ+, where σi is the ith diagonal entry in ΣΣΣ . The parameter α
is the regularization parameter, which must be chosen judiciously in order not to
distort the reciprocals of the large singular values too much. On the other hand, it
should result in values close to zero for the small singular values. Our experiments
revealed that α = σ1

3 is good enough for practical purposes where σ1 is the largest
singular value. However, we keep it as a parameter of the procedure.

(3) Spectral Decomposition: Having computed the pseudo-inverse of ΦΦΦ , we compute
L̂ = CΦΦΦ+CT from which we obtain M̂ = − 1

2 γγγL̂γγγ . Then, analogous to (2), we
obtain the coordinates of the points in the embedding using the spectral decompo-
sition of M̂, which approximates M. This requires computing the top d eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, for which we use a standard procedure called the power iteration
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(See Figure 4). In the power iteration, the main computational task is to repetitively
multiply a randomly chosen vector with the matrix whose eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors are sought. In our power iteration, starting from the right, the matrix-vector
multiplications (line 5 and line 15) can be performed using O(c|V |) scalar additions
and multiplications. The total number of iterations until a predefined convergence
condition holds, depends on the matrix processed. But, since the convergence is
exponential (see for example [7]), in practice, a constant number of iterations is
enough. Overall, the running time of the power iteration step of the algorithm is
O(c|V |).

PowerIteration(C, ΦΦΦ+, ε)
1: current ← ε; y1 ← random/‖random‖
2: repeat
3: prev ← current
4: u1 ← y1
5: y1 ← − 1

2 γγγCΦΦΦ+CT γγγu1
6: λ1 ← u1 ·y1 % compute the eigenvalue
7: y1 ← y1/‖y1‖
8: current ← u1 ·y1
9: until |current/prev| ≤ 1+ ε

10: current ← ε; y2 ← random/‖random‖
11: repeat
12: prev ← current
13: u2 ← y2
14: u2 ← u2 −u1(u1 ·u2) % orthogonalize against u1
15: y2 ← − 1

2 γγγCΦΦΦ+CT γγγu2
16: λ2 ← u2 ·y2 % compute the eigenvalue
17: y2 ← y2/‖y2‖
18: current ← u2 ·y2
19: until |current/prev| ≤ 1+ ε
20: return (

√
λ1y1

√
λ2y2)

Fig. 4. The power iteration method for finding eigenvectors and eigenvalues (d = 2)

The embedding is obtained directly from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, which
are returned by the power iteration.

5 Results

We have implemented our algorithm in C++, and Table 1 gives the running time results
on a Pentium 4HT 3.0 GHz processor system with 1 GB of memory. We present the re-
sults of running the algorithm on several graphs of varying sizes up to about 2,000,000
nodes. We set c = 25, since our experiments have revealed that this is enough to get good
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SSDE(G, method)
1: (C,ΦΦΦ) ← ComputeCandPhi(G, method, c)
2: (U,ΣΣΣ ,VT ) ← SVD(ΦΦΦ)
3: ΣΣΣ+ ← Regularize(ΣΣΣ , α)
4: ΦΦΦ+ ← VΣΣΣ+UT

5: return Y = PowerIteration(C,ΦΦΦ+,ε)

Fig. 5. The spectral graph drawing algorithm SSDE

drawings. For the power iteration, we set the tolerance ε = 10−7. The running times in
Table 1 do not include the file I/O that is used to access and store the coordinates of
the nodes. In Table 1, we present the results for CMDS and SSDE with c = 25,50 and
greedy sampling. Along with the running time, we also give the Frobenius norm of the
relative error matrix for the embedding, εεε , where εi j = 1 − D′

i j/Di j and DDD,DDD′′′ are the
true distance matrix and distance matrix implied by the embedding respectively. The
normalized Frobenius errors computed in Table 1 are defined as

‖εεεF ′ ‖ =

√√
√
√ 1

n2 ∑
i�= j

(1 −
D′

i j

Di j
)2. (8)

These errors might be interpreted as a quantification of the quality of the embedding,
and can be used to compare SSDE to CMDS. As can be inferred from Table 1, SSDE is
a good approximation to CMDS, which becomes more so as c increases.

SSDE is able to draw graphs up to 106 nodes in about ten seconds, which is compa-
rable to the other fast spectral methods. The last three graphs in the table are road maps
of states [1]. As is empirically verified from these graphs, the asymptotic running time
of the algorithm is linear. Figure 6 demonstrates the quality of the drawings for some
benchmark graphs. In all the graphs except finan512, we used the greedy sampling
method. Random sampling seems to work better for finan512 because of its special
structure. We have observed that the algorithm is able to reveal the general structure
of almost all the graphs we tested, as well as the finer structure of some of the graphs
successfully, where other spectral methods have difficulty. An example is the finan512
graph, where the overall structure is clearly visible, and one can also see the finer struc-
ture of the small ”towers” attached to the main cycle. Figure 7 compares the results
of the exact algorithm CMDS, and SSDE, which is approximate but far more efficient.
We demonstrate the results of SSDE for both random and greedy sampling. The figure
shows that SSDE does not sacrifice much in the way of picture quality as compared
to CMDS. For all the drawings mentioned, it is important to note that exact pictures
may change depending on which specific nodes are sampled, but the typical structure
is consistent. The quality of the drawing for random and greedy sampling also doesn’t
differ much, but our experiments showed that the greedy sampling tends to give more
consistent results.
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Table 1. Running time and embedding errors of CMDS and SSDE for several graphs. (Most of
these graphs can be downloaded from [1], [2] and [3]). Missing entries are graphs where it was
too costly to compute the entire distance matrix.

Graph |V| |E| CMDS SSDE(c=25) SSDE(c=50)
‖εεεF ′‖ Time(sec) ‖εεεF ′‖ Time(sec) ‖εεεF ′ ‖ Time(sec)

3elt 4720 13722 0.382 8.47 0.432 0.015 0.398 0.04
sierpinski08 9843 19683 0.17 24.72 0.203 0.03 0.19 0.07
Grid 100x100 10000 19800 0.17 29.73 0.192 0.03 0.186 0.06
crack 10240 30380 0.085 45.00 0.103 0.045 0.09 0.10
4elt2 11143 32818 0.252 48.77 0.291 0.07 0.283 0.14
4elt 15606 45878 0.308 133.33 0.375 0.13 0.342 0.25
sphere 16386 49152 0.291 136.69 0.334 0.14 0.312 0.27
finan512 74752 261120 - - - 0.68 - 1.43
ocean 143437 409593 - - - 1.65 - 3.56
144 144649 1074393 - - - 2.85 - 6.03
wave 156317 1059331 - - - 2.40 - 4.78
auto 448695 3314611 - - - 9.96 - 21.67
Florida 1048506 1330551 - - - 10.04 - 23.45
California 1613325 1989149 - - - 17.91 - 36.13
Texas 2073870 2584159 - - - 21.69 - 45.89

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Layouts of (a) 50x50 grid with |V | = 2500, |E| = 4900, (b) 3elt with |V | = 4720, |E| =
13722, (c) cti with |V | = 16840, |E| = 48232, (d) finan512 with |V | = 74752, |E| = 261120
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CMDS SSDE Greedy SSDE Random

4970
|V | = 4970
|E| = 7400

running time = 5.04 sec. running time = 0.01 sec. running time = 0.01 sec.

sierpinski08
|V | = 9843
|E| = 19683

running time = 24.72 sec. running time = 0.03 sec. running time = 0.03 sec.

Fig. 7. Comparison of pure CMDS and SSDE

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a fast spectral graph drawing algorithm, which significantly im-
proves the idea of Classical Multi-Dimensional Scaling (CMDS), by using sampling
techniques over nodes to reduce the time complexity of computing the distance matrix.
We use a sparse approximation to the distance matrix obtained through sampling. The
spectral decomposition of this sampled matrix yields the desired embedding. The run-
ning time of our algorithm is mainly governed by the shortest path computations for the
sampled nodes and the power iteration procedure where we compute the coordinates of
the points via the spectral decomposition, which in total is linear in the size of the graph.
SSDE gives competitive running times with very good drawings for a broad range of
graphs, and at the same time it does not sacrifice quality as compared to CMDS.

The typical graphs for which SSDE is not suited are graphs with low algebraic con-
nectivity (such as trees for which special purpose algorithms exist) and dense graphs
which are difficult to visualize anyway. Usually, as the graph gets denser, the sampled
nodes cannot extract enough information about the spectrum of the distance matrix. We
would like to mention that this shortcoming of SSDE applies to many real world graphs.
However, these are issues faced by all the fast spectral methods discussed here.

The rigorous mathematical analysis of sampling methods and specifically their im-
plications on the error of the difference between the real distance matrix and the approx-
imation is the context of future work. The sampling step intuitively tries to pick a set of
columns whose volume in |V | dimensions is as large as possible, which implies a better
approximation to the distance matrix. An interesting problem would be to consider the
performance of greedy sampling with respect to the optimal choice of samples.
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